
Often autoimmune conditions involve vague and overlapping symptoms, making them difficult to identify. 
Currently, many patients with autoimmune disease experience delayed referral, diagnosis, and treatment.1,2 
This can result in permanent joint damage and an even smaller chance of remission.3 

Disease-specific autoimmune screening in primary care can help patients get the care they need sooner by 
mitigating the impact of rheumatologist shortages and changing population trends.

The need for support from primary care providers

Comorbidities in  
autoimmune disease

25% of Americans with  
an autoimmune condition  
have more than 1 disease8

Rheumatologist shortage

91 million Americans 
currently living with rheumatic 
disease with fewer than 
5,600 active board-certified 
rheumatologists to treat them5

Recent increase in  
at-risk population

>100 million confirmed US 
COVID-19 cases6 with new data 
suggesting this population has 
a significantly higher risk of 
autoimmune disease7

How you can streamline autoimmune care

Your role as a primary care provider is pivotal. Help improve patient outcomes 
by using a comprehensive screening approach.

Within 6 weeks3

Over 6 months1

Recommended time after symptom 
onset to visit rheumatologist

Current reported wait times for new 
patients to see rheumatologist

An earlier 
autoimmune 
diagnosis  
starts with you

9 out of 10 
affected patients 

receive a late rheumatoid 
arthritis diagnosis4
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Antinuclear antibody (ANA) screening alone cannot diagnose the specific autoimmune condition.9 In fact, 
positive ANA results do not definitively rule out healthy patients either,10 so referrals based only on ANA results 
can lead to unnecessary rheumatologist visits.

Quest’s autoimmune screening panels test for ANA plus the most informative disease-specific markers, so you 
can help narrow down the diagnosis earlier.

Comprehensive autoimmune screening delivers more answers with a single test code,11 so PCPs can make the 
right referral the first time—and help limit disease progression.

Fewer steps. Faster diagnosis.

Go beyond ANA

Comprehensive 
autoimmune screening

1 blood draw, fewer 
steps to treatment*

Screening  
with ANA alone

Multiple blood  
draws, more steps 
to treatment*

PCP visit & comprehensive 
autoimmune screening

Follow-up & referral with 
disease-specific insights

Rheumatologist visit for 
diagnosis & treatment

PCP visit & 
ANA screening

Follow-up visit  
& referral 

Rheumatologist visit & 
disease-specific testing

Follow-up visit for 
diagnosis & treatment

Cascade
A reflex cascade approach to screen 
for the 8 most common autoimmune 
diseases in 1 blood draw

*The number of visits, referrals, and ordered tests may vary based on the specific patient case and the clinician’s decisions.

ANAlyzeRTM

A full-picture approach to detect 
20+ analytes with 1 sample for  
identifying overlapping conditions
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Guide your patients in the right direction 

Learn more about Quest’s comprehensive autoimmune panels at DiagnoseAutoimmune.com


